Abstract-In this paper,we propose a probabilistic modeling framework,called Author-Topic-Sentiment Mixture(ATSM) model,which based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to include authorship information and sentiments information.The proposed model can reveal the sentimenttopic and author's sentiment.Each author associated with a distribution of the sentiment-topics,and each sentiment-topic is associated with a distribution of the words.Unlike other approaches to sentiment classification which often require labeled corpora or sentiment seed words,the proposed ATSM model is unsupervised .We show sentiment-topics recovered and the author's distribution of sentiment-topic by the ATSM model.We compare the performance with two other generative models for documents :LDA and ATM,and illustrative a possible application of the ATSM.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of WEB 2.0 era, more and more people express their views and opinions through the network, such as weblogs,news comments and product reviews from shopping websites. As the amount of text message grows rapidly, the demand for efficient text analysis and sentiment analysis is urgent. In fact, we are concerned not only with the sentiment of the text itself, but with the sentiment expressed by the author. By analyzing the feelings of author on each topic, we can know the topic that the author is interested in and their attitude to it. The text we analyze varies from books,blog,weblogs and web comments.
Probabilistic topic model , a text modeling approach to find topic structure in large document sets. Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model (LDA) [1] is a quite simple model in Probabilistic topic models. LDA has a solid foundation in mathematics and its extensibility is good. Many variations of LDA are applied to the field of text analysis. Nowadays, in the field of text sentiment analysis, there are more studies on Probabilistic topic model, a type of text presentation model.
The paper combines an extended model of LDA, author topic model, and finds out not only the attitudes the authors on each topic ,but the relations between the sentiment of each word and its topic. In addition, we define a formula to calculate the distance between authors, thus we can further make a clustering analysis to authors according to the formula.
II. RELATED WORK
The traditional text sentiment analysis method is based on rules, this method pay attention to the semantic and contextual relevance.But because of the complexity of this method, in recent years there are few studies on it.There is more research methods are based on machine learning methods.Machine learning methods include:the semisupervised, the unsupervised and the supervised.Rule-based method and the method based on supervised or a semisupervised machine learning classifier training needs in a certain number emotional tags of the training sample, but artificial marking process relatively time-consuming, and unsupervised machine learning training samples without annotation.In the Web 2.0 era, new Internet words are increasingly emerges and people chang their ways to express feelings frequently. Under this circumstances,unsupervised machine learning method has a better application prospect.
In the text analysis method based on machine learning, text representation model is one of the important research contents.Probabilistic Topic Models is a kind of common text representation model.LDA is one of the most classic probabilistic topic models.The document is the probability distribution of topics in LDA,and the topic is the probability distribution of word. The Author-Topic Model (ATM) [2] is an extension of the LDA Model.As in LDA,the document is the probability distribution of topics as well. Considering the relationship between the author and topic,ATM express both authors and documents using topics.
In recent years, there are many research that extend probability models with sentiment, getting a mixture model of sentiment and topic.In TSM [3] model ,words can be divided into common words and words related to a topical theme.They further categorize words related to a topical theme into three sub-categories:words about the topic related to neutral opinions;words about the topic related to the positive opinions;and words about the topic related to the negative opinions .But the TSM does not model sentiment directly. The JST [4] don't need to calculate the sentiment coverage in a document in order to identify its polarity.In JST,every word is generated from one topic and one sentiment.The ASUM [5] assumed that every word in same sentence has the same sentiment and topic.The assumption ignores the connection between words.UTSU [6] assumed that all words in a sentence are generated from one sentiment and each word is generated from one topic. The assumption conforms to the sentiment expression of language and will not limit the topic relation of words [5] . The model proposed in this paper is the authorsentiment-topic mixture model.The Author-Topic-Sentiment Mixture(ATSM) can be seen as the ATM model joined the sentiment factors. We assume that all words in a sentence have the same sentiment and each word is generated from one topic. We can discover the sentiment-topic word and the author's sentiments of all topics.
III. AUTHOR-TOPIC-SENTIMENT MIXTURE MODEL
The author-topic model(ATM) is a generative model for documents that extends Latent Dirichlet Allocation.The ATM is based upon the idea that a document can be expressed as a mixture of topics, where each topic is a probability distribution of words.The author associated with the probability distribution of the topics.In the ATM model,a group of authors decide to write the document. For each word in the document , choosing an author at random. Then choosing a topic from a distribution of topics specific to the chosen author. Finally,generating the word according to the chosen topic.
The ATSM model is a generative model for documents that extends ATM.The ATSM can reveal the latent topic and the author's sentiment to it.The framework of ATM has three hierarchical layers, where authors are associated with documents,topics are associated with authors ,and words are associated with topics.In order to model sentiments, we propose the model by adding an additional sentiment layer.We imposes a constraint on ATSM that all words in a sentence are generated from one sentiment and each word is generated from one topic. The topic is a probability distribution of words.We denote the topic associated with sentiment by sentiment-topic.Each sentiment-topic is a probability distribution of words.The document can be expressed as a mixture of the sentiment-topic. The author is associated with a probability distribution of sentiment-topic.
A corpus with a collection of M documents denoted by C = {d 1 In this model,each author is associated with a distribution of sentiment-topic ,denoted by ϕ , chosen from a symmetric Dirichlet(η) prior.Each word is associated with a distribution of sentiment-topic,denoted by θ, chosen from a symmetric Dirichlet(β) prior.For every document d,one chose a sentiment distribution ψ d~D ir(α).Assume that a group of authors decide to write some documents.Firstly,for each sentence in the document,they choose a sentiment that they will express in this sentence. Then ,for each word in the sentence,choosing an author to write this word. According to the chosen sentiment, the author decide what topic he want to describe.Finally the author write down the word according to both the topic and the sentiment. 
B. Parameter estimation
In ATSM,we have three sets of unknown parameter to infer,including: the sentiment-topic-author distribution θ, the sentiment-topic-word distribution ϕ, and the sentimentdocument distribution ψ.
The latent variables are the assignments of words to topics z ,sentiment l and author x.
We apply Gibbs sampling [9, 11] to estimate the parameters , we construct a Markov chain that converges to the posterior distribution on the assignment of ith word to topics ,author and sentiment labels. Then use the results to infer θ, ϕ and ψ.The sampling distribution for ith word given the topic ,sentiment label and author is:
where z i = k represents the assignments of the ith word in a document to topic k ,s i = l represents the assignments of the ith word to sentiment l,χ i =t represents the assignments of the ith word to author χ and w i = n represents the observation that the ith word in documents is the nth word in the vocabulary, and X−i (X could be the s,z or χ)represents the assignments of X for all the words except for the ith word.
The joint probability of the assignments of words to a topic-sentiment-author label is:
Integrating out ϕ, we obtain:
Integrating out θ, we obtain:
Integrating out ψ, we obtain:  n refers to the number of times that author χ has been assigned to topic j and sentiment i,V refers to the size of the vocabulary,S refers to the number of sentiment labels,.Z refers to the number of topics..B is the beta function.
Using the equation (3)(4)(5),equation (2) become: (6) where Γ is the gamma function. By using the properties of gamma function ,equation (2) becomes: For any sample obtained from the Markov chain,being an assignment of every word to a topic-sentiment -author label , we can estimate θ, ϕ and ψ using: 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Data Set
Our data set is a collection of hotel reviews from tripadvisor.com/ that contain 10,000 reviews(105,734 sentences,2,875,213 words in total) from 2,741 authors. We chose 90% reviews as train date ,and the rest of reviews as the test data. Every review was about at least three aspects: service, location and rooms.
B. The Discover Of Sentiment-Topic
The result in Figure 2 is from a sample ran 1000 iterations.we set the number of sentiments L= 2,the number of topics K = 10.we set the hyper-parameters α = 1 , η = 1 and β = 0.01 through experience. We show the discovered sentiment-topic that are specific to some aspects such as location,rooms,experience and service in TABLE I.Each sentiment-topic is shown with the top 10 words that highest probability conditioned on that sentiment-topic.We can learn some interesting knowledge from those sentiment-topic such as people expressed their positive sentiments about the service of the hotel with the words 'staff' ,'friendly' and 'helpful'.But using the word 'reception' 'problem' 'or 'staff ' to express their negative sentiment about the service.we can see that the word 'away' could used to express the both negative and positive sentiment about the location. Because the hotel may ' just a few miles away' or 'is far away'.
Seeing from the relationship(in TABLE II) between the author and probability distribution of sentiment-topics,we could know that Starina75 is most concerned about the rooms(topic 2 ) and he was satisfied with the rooms he has used .
C. Perplexity
An important evaluation in the probability model is Perplexity.The lower this value is, the better the performance of the model will be. The perplexity is:
where N d is the number of test documents,P(W,Z,S,X) can get from equation (2) . We compare the LAD,ATM and ATSM by setting different number of topics. ATSM approaches the LAD and ATM,as illustrated by the similar perplexity in Fig. 3 .The performance will be poor when the number of topics is too large.
D. Illustrative applications of the model
The ATSM model could have many possible applications，such as we can automatically get all similar author to a given author .So we must know how to compute the similarity between authors. We define the the distance between authors i and j as follows: V. CONCLUSION ATSM model proposed in this paper is a relatively simple probability model exploring the relationships between authors,sentiment,documents,topics and words.The experiment shows that ATSM can discover the sentimenttopic word relatively accurately and the Perplexity is acceptable.The primary benefit of the author-sentiment-topic mixture model is that it allows us to explicitly include authors's sentiment in topic models. Possible future directions for this work include adding time sequence to the ATSM to model the change of the author's sentiment over time.
